Unique technology solutions
for maximizing business success

Achieving success in today’s ultra-competitive business environment requires strategic resource
management with a keen eye on efficiency and productivity. To reach your financial goals, your
technology solutions must empower you to truly understand your current performance, manage
your resources effectively and efficiently, and optimize execution at every level.

A smart investment for long-term
At Murex Technologies, we
understand the strategic
importance of your technology
investments. That’s why we
design and deliver comprehensive
yet cost-effective business
intelligence solutions that can
help your organization achieve
its goals quickly and efficiently.
From initial consulting and
strategic planning through
application development and
deployment, we are 100%
committed to helping your
business perform. For more
than a decade, we’ve been
successfully delivering fully
integrated technology solutions
to businesses across a wide
range of industries.

Strategic Solutions Tailored to Fit
When you partner with Murex Technologies, your success is testament to our value as a solutions
provider—whether those solutions are modified from existing software or designed specifically
to meet your particular objectives and business environment. Our tailored solutions enable you to
gauge your performance, identify and overcome your weaknesses, and exceed your goals.
ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
We can tailor the SAP BusinessObjects Planning and Consolidation application to your unique
business needs, allowing you to streamline your planning process, ensure adherence to financial
reporting regulations, and determine the best route to reaching your business goals. Dovetailing
our extensive business expertise with SAP’s proven technology ensures a measurable return for
your organization that continues long after our work is done.
ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING
Having appropriate ERP systems in place—integrating human resources, payroll, financials, supply
chain, and other “back-end” components—is crucial to improving overall efficiency. With the
right system in place, tailored to your operational demands, your organization can reduce overhead,
provide better service, and report results faster and more accurately than you ever thought possible.
CUSTOM APPLICATIONS
Sometimes existing software simply doesn’t suit your needs. With Murex Technologies,
you don’t need to shape your business around someone else’s solutions.
By gaining an in-depth knowledge of your organization, we can align our
solutions with your unique processes, strategies, and specifications to
drive measurable results.
In a sea of competition, Murex Technologies stands out from the rest.
The mollusk known as a murex was prized by ancient Greeks and
Romans for the striking purple dye it yielded. This dye was used
to color regal robes, distinguishing royalty from commoners. With
deep knowledge and expertise in both the technology and finance
arenas, our team can design and deliver e-business
solutions that reach beyond simple analytic tools
to get at the heart of what your business
needs to truly thrive.

performance
Superior Service for Sustained Performance

TRAINING AND STAFFING RESOURCES

In order to consistently manage your company’s performance, your strategic goals
need to be aligned with planning, budgeting, and forecasting metrics. Our top-down
methodology begins with an assessment of your business needs and doesn’t
end until your users are completely comfortable and the software solutions
we’ve provided are fully integrated into your existing systems—with as little
disruption as possible.

Our skilled consultants are at the ready with
broad software training capabilities and at-yourservice staffing solutions. We’re known for giving
honest opinions, being supportive and accessible,
and offering strategic operational solutions
backed by top-notch training and service.

THE MUREX TECHNOLOGIES METHODOLOGY
ANALYZE: For every engagement, large or small, we consult thoroughly with
you to determine your specific needs, identifying potential risks and inefficiencies,
and then devise a solution based on those factors.
DESIGN: We then flesh out the initial concept, including all technology needs,
and work with your team leaders to outline precisely how your solution will
unfold in light of current operations.
BUILD: After the design is finalized, our team builds the solution, including
assembly of hardware, software, and custom coding.
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TEST: Unit tests, including a component review for functionality, are followed
by a system trial to ensure function of all parts in cohesion as well as the impact
of the new system on existing systems.
IMPLEMENT: When the new system is fully functional, our proven implementation
strategies enable a smooth transition in the shortest time frame coupled with
thorough training for end users in order to optimize the capabilities of the system.
SUPPORT: We offer short- and long-term support for all of our technology
solutions. Having the builder solve the problems saves you both time and money.

TRAINING
Our experienced instructors are ready to partner
with your organization through every phase of
your technical education with a hands-on training
platform that facilitates your team’s understanding
of the new system. Course offerings are broken
into three categories:
» Concepts and methods
» Software packages
» Application development environments
and languages
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STAFFING
With our contingent of qualified and experienced
IT professionals, Murex Technologies can provide
expert staff to augment your existing IT team. We
are experts in matching our staff to yours, giving
you the advantage of passionate team members
who are as committed to your success as they are
to their own. Our consultants offer specific skills
for a specific project for a specific time frame,
and we can even be on the job the next day.

Why choose Murex Technologies?
» Our approach. We view collaboration, communication, and trust as critical to achieving success. We’ll work with you
to understand your current situation and ultimate goals and then recommend tailored solutions to quickly and effectively
bridge that gap. We provide our services in a proactive and positive manner, with honesty, integrity, and mutual respect.
» Our methodology. We can help you measure, achieve, maintain, and surpass your performance goals using high-powered
technology solutions backed by our one-of-a-kind methodology. From designing and installing custom software applications
to integrating and modifying existing EPM and ERP programs, our team is flexible and adaptable—able to quickly address
the needs of our clients in a host of business sectors.
» Our solutions. Our innovative solutions are always designed and delivered with your needs in mind. We specialize in
EPM and ERP technologies, and we’ve fine-tuned our workforce and methodologies to excel in these areas, offering fast,
efficient access to premier functional and technical consultants.
» Our service. Murex Technologies was founded with the core belief that service is paramount to our success in the
technology consulting field. We consider ourselves a partner, not a vendor, and our customers always come first.
We maintain a solid focus at all times on user needs, and we back our solutions with superior training and outstanding
service. When you need us, we’re there for you—day or night.

About Murex Technologies
Founded in 1997, Murex Technologies has grown
to become a premier technology consulting firm,
offering strategic support through the creation
and implementation of custom business software
for business intelligence, ERP, and EPM solutions.
We also offer customized installation, deployment,
and training of the SAP BusinessObjects Planning
and Consolidation application as well as shortand long-term staffing services.

When performance means
everything, rely on the company
that can truly perform for you.
Contact Murex Technologies
today to learn what we can do
for your bottom line.
(888) 529-5591
www.murextech.com

